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1.
I'm the Easter Bunny, and I've just 
heard about,

A town with no eggs, they can't go 
without!

Somebody stole them just 
yesterday.
Will you help me make sure they 
don't get away?

2.
 The egg thieves are fast, the egg thieves are 
cunning,
And my bouncy legs, they’re not  made for 
running.

Will you help me replace all of the eggs.
And catch the robbers - don’t make me beg!

3.
Before we set off, we must make sure we're 
strong,
Let's pull up these carrots. It won't take that long. 
(move quickly around pulling carrots out the 
ground- use 2 hands and count in 2’s)

We need to be quick, it's no time to slack,
Help me carry these eggs. Load them into your 
sack! 
(lift heavy eggs into a bag and throw it over your 
shoulder)

4. Ok off we go, to replace all the eggs,

Lucky for us we've got springs for legs.

Jumping and bouncing and springing, 
now hop. 
(bunny hops, and hopping)
We best keep on moving, there's robbers 
to stop!

5.
Stop!!! I've just seen a sight 
that's made me shiver.
There should be a bridge across 
this river.

We can't go around it. What shall 
we do?
I've no more ideas. Think now, do 
you?

6.
Of course we're rabbits! We can jump a long 
way.
Looks like we might just save the day!

With our springy legs we can jump really 
far.
Take a long run up and reach for the stars! 
(running jump stretching arms up) 



8. 
Follow the path, winding left and 
right 
(change direction of bunny hops)
Hurry along we don't have all night.

Oh no what's this? 

Those dastardly robbers must 
know that we're small.
They've gone and built a massive 
great wall!

7. 
These Easter eggs are making 
my back ache,
Let's take off  the sack and 
give it a shake. 
(shake bag vigorously)

Look there's a path, to guide 
us along, 
(continue to bunny hop)
I can see the town, what else 
could go wrong…

9.
But lucky for us we can jump really high,
Tuck up nice and small then jump up to the 
sky!
 (tuck up and vertical jump and stretch to 
grab the wall)

Grab the hold of the wall and over the top.
Take a big jump down, there’s no time to 
stop! 
(stretch position jump down into tuck)

10
Carry along down the path and into the town. (continue to bunny hop)
People aren’t happy, just look at their frowns.

Let’s give them their eggs and let’s make them happy,
 (throw eggs left and right, reaching into your sack behind you- twist your body)
Thieves are still on the run though so let’s make it snappy.



11.
Goodbye Towns people! There’s no 
time to stop.
There’s robbers to catch so off we 
must hop. 
(fast hopping)
Thanks for the supplies. They don’t 
have a hope!
Now that we’ve got this extra long 
rope.

12.
Jump fast and jump long we’re 
getting close now. 
(mix short, fast and long jumps)
They’re dropping the eggs to try 
slow us down.

Jump left and jump right and jump 
left again.(jump left and jump right)
The robbers are close, just round 
this bend.

13.
Ah ha! I see them. They don’t look that 
scary.
They’re short and smelly and crazily hairy!

Let’s use this rope to tie them up tight. 
(lasso rope and tie it tight)
And pull them to jail, where they’ll spend 
the night. (heave pulling action)

14.
Now lock up those robbers, throw the key 
away.
No- one tries to ruin my Easter Day!

They’ll pay for their crimes and never be free
Because of your help and the Easter Bunny!


